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California Push Technologies Inc. is Officially Operating as ConeTec Inc.
New Name, Familiar Feel— Right Here in California.
[San Leandro, California, September 17, 2018] California Push Technologies (CPT Inc.), one of the
highest quality geotechnical and geoenvironmental site investigation contractors in California, has
officially adopted the ConeTec brand. This move comes three years after ConeTec officially acquired
CPT Inc. in 2015, allowing for a smooth transition for both clients and employees. Furthermore,
bringing CPT Inc. under the ConeTec umbrella highlights the depth of capabilities and services now
available to the California market.
This brand expansion follows a string of recent regional successes for ConeTec, most notably, their
Seattle office opening earlier this year. “It’s been a busy year for us,” says Jamie Sharp, ConeTec’s
President, “with operations underway in Washington State, adopting the ConeTec brand in California
gives us a strong footing along the West Coast.”
ConeTec brings geotechnical and environmental in-situ soil testing services that cater to the geological
conditions of California—along with a fleet of geotechnical equipment to complement CPT’s existing
machinery. “We’re looking forward to continuing and expanding upon our services in California,”
states John Rogie, Founder of CPT Inc. and ConeTec’s new Regional Manager, “we’ll deploy a wide
range of capabilities that address land and marine seismic CPT, geophysical and sampling needs in the
area.”
Founded in 2006, California Push Technologies (CPT Inc.) is a site investigation company based in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
ConeTec was founded in 1985. Today, ConeTec has grown from a sole proprietorship to a successful
company of more than 245 people throughout the Americas. ConeTec provides safe, high-quality site
investigation services to industry sectors including infrastructure, mining, energy, environmental, and
construction.
ConeTec’s California location can be found at 820 Aladdin Avenue, San Leandro, CA, 94577. If you
would like to talk to ConeTec about this story, you can reach John Rogie at conetecca@conetec.com.
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